
 

 

 

WORKS CONTRACTS AT PORTLAND PORT 

INNER BREAKWATER AND CAMBER AREA DEVELOPMENT 

HEAVY DUTY PORT PAVING 

Portland Harbour Authority (PHAL) announces its intention to award a fixed price Works 

Contract on a ‘design and construct’ basis for heavy duty paving works as part of its current 

Inner Breakwater and Camber Area Development programme.  The Contract will be awarded by 

limited competitive tendering from a short-list of appropriately qualified Tenderers. 

The Inner Breakwater is a listed building and these Works have been consented to by Historic 

England on the basis that demolition of viaduct arches was acceptable (already completed) 

provided foundation springings of the arches were preserved/highlighted within the new paving 

– an express requirement of this Contract. 

The existing paving, building foundations and other materials are to be replaced by a new heavy 

duty port paving appropriate to the envisaged future use of the area, which will be specified in 

the tender documents.  The Works will also include for necessary new drainage works and all 

associated adaptation of existing utilities, services, drainage and other existing features within 

and adjoining the Works site. 

PHAL seeks tenders for two alternative forms of pavement construction from which a final 

choice will be made with the successful bidder: 

 A flexible impervious bitumen macadam surfaced pavement with a macro and micro 

surface texture suitable for ensuring adequate skid resistance. 

 A rigid reinforced concrete pavement. 

The Works will generally comprise: 

 Site Clearance and Earthworks - the existing site is to be cleared of all surface and 

near-surface materials, ancillary structures and other features that are in conflict with, or 

otherwise interfere with, the proper placement of the new paving. 

 Subgrade Preparation – to a standard compatible with the Contractor’s design, having 

regard to the specified heavy port loads to be imposed. 

 Paving – either a flexible design with bituminous surfacing or a rigid reinforced concrete 

solution, each in compliance with the requirements of the Highways Agency Design 

Manual for Road and Bridges and recognized Codes of Practice for heavy duty port 

paving and capable of sustaining the specified loads through their design life. 



 Drainage - The paving is be designed and laid generally to linear profiles, with gradients 

sufficient to ensure that the surface is free draining yet does not restrict safe operational 

use by port traffic and handling equipment. The drainage system will include an 

interceptor(s) to enable runoff and the spillage of any noxious substances to be 

intercepted and removed from the system for safe disposal before final discharge. 

 Utilities and Services - Both PHAL and other statutory undertakers have plant and 

equipment within and adjacent to the site of the proposed Works and full account is to 

be taken of these and other utilities, services, duct runs and associated civil 

infrastructure in the design and construction of the Works. 

 Interfacing with Existing Features – The design is to take appropriate account of existing 

features – buildings, paving, foundation of historic buildings to be preserved, services, 

etc. 

In recognition that the Works are to be constructed in a working port environment, planning and 

execution of the Works are to be so arranged and directed on a day to day basis as to minimise 

impact on and disruption to port operations, including through-access to the Crane Berth and 

other operational areas to the east, and to Storehouse Jetty. 

Contractors interested in being considered for shortlisting for the Contract are hereby invited to 

submit a pre-qualification application. They may obtain pre-qualification documents by 

application to the Personal Assistant to the Chief Executive, Mrs Lorrie Green (telephone 01305 

824044) and these will detail the scope of the Works and the information required of an 

Applicant. In general, however, companies and consortia eligible for shortlisting will be required 

to demonstrate technical experience and competence in the nature of Works to be undertaken, 

and to provide information on similar projects successfully completed, together with evidence of 

sound financial standing.  Prospective Applicants are invited to visit the site to acquaint 

themselves with the current situation and the context of the Works proposed. The closing date 

for receipt of prequalification applications is 28th February 2017. 


